We propose a format of a binary phrase structure grammar with composite labels. The grammar adopts binary rules so that the dependency between two sub-trees can be represented in the label of the tree. The label of a tree is composed of two attributes, each of which is extracted from each sub-tree, so that it can represent the compositional information of the tree. The composite label is generated from part-of-speech tags using an automatic labeling algorithm. Since the proposed rule description scheme is binary and uses only part-of-speech information, it can readily be used in dependency grammar and be applied to other languages as well.
Introduction
Syntactic analysis of a language is the process of mapping the surface structures of a language into some tree-like structures. The basic task for the syntactic analysis is to define rules in a certain format with a general rule description scheme to cover the characteristics of the language. It is the goal of this paper to propose a rule format with a simple algorithm to generate a rule label using only part-of-speech (POS) tag information automatically.
Korean is an agglutinative language. A sentence is made up of word phrases delimited by white spaces. A word phrase in turn is composed of one or more lexical morphemes concatenated by zero or more grammatical morphemes. Here, we need to choose a word phrase or a morpheme as the unit of rule description in order to describe a syntactic grammar for Korean. See the following sentence:
(1) (a) sigan/ncn 1 +i/jcs gwijung/ncps+ha/xsm+n/etm geos/nbn+i/jp+da/ef+./sf (b) time +SUBJ 2 
valuable+REL_CLS thing+be+DECL+ (c) Time is a valuable thing
Sentence (1) is made up of three word phrases, and nine morphemes including a sentential mark. The infix operator '+' stands for the concatenation, agglutination in other words, of morphemes. Word phrase boundaries are marked by spaces. The underlined morpheme in the sentence (actually, "i" is copula) should be concatenated to the noun phrase (NP) "gwijunghan geos (valuable thing)" only after that NP has been syntactically combined from the adnominal "gwijunghan(valuable)" and the noun "geos(thing)." Since Korean is a headfinal language, the succeeding morpheme "i" concatenated to the NP construct 3 becomes the syntactic head, and the resultant construct acts as a predicate of the sentence. This characteristic, namely post-syntactic morpheme concatenation (PSMC), arises because the agglutination of the copula occurs after the two syntactic constructs were combined together to an NP.
Rules adopting a word phrase as the unit of analysis encounter difficulties because of PSMC. Therefore, approaches that apply this kind of rules preprocess a source corpus and input sentences to reconfigure the word phrases so as to make them cover PSMC, which in turn causes an undesirable source distortion [1, 2] . This limitation provides an opportunity to morpheme-based rules for the analysis of Korean.
By the way, Korean morphemes are split into lexical morphemes (such as nouns or verbs), which represent the state of a construct, and grammatical morphemes (such as postpositions or verb endings) that take a syntactic role of the construct in a sentence 4 . Since the both kinds of morphemes serve distinctively to the construction of a sentence, we need to deal with them because of distinction in writing rules.
Restricted form of phrase structure grammar (RPSG) [3, 4] uses morphemebased rules with restricted forms such as A → B+τ and A → B+γ C so that it can cover PSMC. However, it provides no label for a syntactic role such as subjective or objective. It happens because RPSG cares only about lexical morphemes such as syntactic labels and treats grammatical morphemes (except for derivational affixes) as a juncture between lexical morphemes. Consequently, in parsing a sentence with RPSG, we need to see the grammatical morpheme connected to the NP in order to determine the NP's thematic role in the sentence. In Korean, however, the lexical morpheme "sigan(time)" acts as a unit of scrambling only after being accompanied by the grammatical morpheme "+i (SUBJ)." Moreover, every noun phrase in a sentence must eventually be associated with a specific thematic role. Therefore, the subjective noun phrase "sigan+i" is required to be given a label as a construct. In addition, only eight syntactic labels in RPSG 5 simplify the rules of the language, resulting in the decrease of discriminative power of the rules.
We devise a morpheme-based rule format with an automatic labeling algorithm using POS tags to form a syntactic label of a construct. Morphemebased rules can cover PSMC. The label comes directly from POS tags so that it can reflect surface (i.e., POS tag) information onto the construct without discarding them. Each label is of binary form like DetNoun → Det Noun, where Det and Noun come from each label of the two sub-constructs, determiner and noun. Each label is formed to represent both the state and the role of the construct in a sentence if possible. This scheme makes the resultant label keep sub-constructs' information as well as the label of the construct itself. Moreover, a construct such as "sigan+i", which wasn't given a label in the RPSG, is given a thematic role in the label such as SubjNoun → Noun + Subj. In addition, the proposed rule format is quite similar to that of dependency grammar (DG), which is popularly used for Korean, so that it can readily be used in a DG. The proposed rule description scheme with an automatic labeling algorithm is effective for the syntactic analysis of Korean.
In the next section, we present previous approaches to parsing Korean. After we propose our rule description and labeling scheme, we compare the proposed scheme with related works. In Section 4, we provide parsing experiments on 31,080-sentence corpus to test performance, and compare the results with existing ones. Finally, we conclude the work with future research areas.
Previous Approaches to Rule Representation for Parsing Korean
Since Korean is an agglutinative language with partially free word order, DG [1, 2, 5] and RPSG [3, 4] have often been used for the syntactic analysis. In this section, we will review the characteristics of DG and of RPSG for the analysis of Korean, and their rule description schemes.
Representation of dependency grammars
DG [6] is based on the dependency relation between two words: a head and a dependent. The rule description scheme in DG is not an important issue since the analysis uses only the relationships between those identified heads and dependents. However, because Korean is an agglutinative language where several morphemes (MPs) form a word phrase (WP) by agglutination, how to define and represent heads and dependents is still an issue to resolve. According to the unit of head and dependent, the DGs for Korean are classified into two types: MPbased [5] vs. WP-based [1, 2] DGs.
MP-based DGs cover the PSMC characteristic of Korean. However, they do not discriminate lexical morphemes that represent the state of a construct from grammatical morphemes that take a syntactic role of the construct in a sentence. In addition, they do not distinguish the dependencies invoked by agglutination and the dependencies syntactically invoked between WPs.
In WP tag-based DGs, the basic unit for syntactic analysis is a WP. Because a WP may modify or may be modified by other WP, each WP should keep two kinds of syntactic labels of the form (ltag, rtag). Since a head WP follows a dependent WP in Korean, ltag represents the WP's label as a head to a preceding WP (dependent) and rtag as a dependent label to a following WP (head). However, the selection of representative ltag and rtag of a WP has some problems as we can see in Figure 1 .
First, the selection of representative tags is not only applied to corpus preparation but also to pre-parsing stage in order to transform every input sentence (i.e., tag sequences) into corresponding sequences of WP labels. Second, a WP including 'jp' (postposition) or 'etn' (derivational verb ending for nominalization) encounters a problem. If we select (nbn, sf) as the representative label of the third WP in Figure 1(a) , then the subjective noun phrase "sigan(time)+i" loses its head "+i(be)." On the other hand, if we select (jp, sf) as the label of the third WP in Figure 1(b) , then the adnominal phrase "gwijung+ha+n(valuable)" loses its head "geos(thing)." To remedy this problem, WP tag-based DG splits such WP into two as shown in Figure 1 (c), which in turn causes an undesirable source distortion.
Phrase structure grammars
Phrase structure grammars (PSGs) has no restrictions on the number of terminals and non-terminals in the right-hand side (RHS) of a rule. This entails the shortage of typicality in writing grammar rules. In addition, a statistical PSG has the preference of a smaller tree to a bigger tree due to the variance in the length of the RHS.
RPSG is proposed to cope with free word order characteristic of Korean [3, 4] . RPSG restricts grammar rules to three types: type 1 rules (A → B+τ) to describe derivation; type 2 rules (A → B+γ C) to represent inter-constituent relations; and type 3 rules (A → A 1 +γ A 2 +γ … A n ) for coordination. Figure 2 represents sentence (1) in PSG according to Penn Korean Treebank [7] and in RPSG according to KAIST corpus [8] .
Both PSG and RPSG confine syntactic labels to artificially defined small sets (8 labels in [3, 4] and 11 labels in [7] ). It results in the unintentional loss of intrinsic information melted in the POS tags, because the POS tags themselves reflect not only syntactic information but also morphotactic and semantic information [9] . The PSG structure does not properly describe the PSMC characteristic in the NP "gwijung+ha+n(valuable) geos (thing)" while RPSG covers it using type 2 rule NP → ADJP+etm NP. Besides, PSG does not transform NP to VP explicitly for "[gwijung+ha+n(valuable) geos (thing)]+i(be)" whereas RPSG applies type 1 rule VP → NP+jp for the same purpose. On the other hand, PSG represents the subjective noun phrase "sigan(time)+i" as NP-SBJ while RPSG provide no label for it. Since RPSG cares lexical morphemes as syntactic labels and treats grammatical morphemes only as a juncture between lexical morphemes, it cannot represent the unit of scrambling of a sentence nor it can give a thematic role therein.
Composite Labels for Parsing Korean
In this paper, we use the term "composite label" to point out the fact that the label C of a binary branching rule C → L R is composed from those of subcontract L and of sub-construct R. In this section, we will present the forms of binary branching rules and a method of automatic generation of composite labels for the rules.
Binary rules
Based on the reviews in the previous section, we adopt binary branching rules in this paper since binary branching rules are suitable for free word-order language. In designing a rule description scheme, we take care of the following considerations to be incorporated into the scheme:
• Reflection of Korean WP structures on rules. In Korean, a grammatical morpheme cannot appear by itself but always attaches to a construct by agglutination. Therefore, a grammatical morpheme does not need to be given an initial label, while a lexical morpheme is given a label. Rules also have to show agglutination and spacing by infix operators '+' and ' '.
• PSMC. The grammar should sublate a WP-based rule format. Each construct should be given a label. Each label of a construct should stand for both the state and the role of that construct.
• Statistical invariance in probabilistic parsing. Each candidate parse tree should comprise the same number of rules. It implies the length of RHS to be constant. It also achieves the typicality of a grammar.
• Use of POS tag information in labeling. The syntactic labels are to be designed to use POS information. This means that we do not define a label independently of POS tags.
A context-free grammar is a 4-tuple (T, N, G, S), where T and N are two finite disjoint sets of terminal (POS tag) and non-terminal (syntactic label) symbols, respectively, S ∈ N is the start symbol, and G is a finite set of rules. In this paper, T is the KAIST tag set of 55 POS tags [9] .
A rule is of binary form C → L R for the left-hand side (LHS) label C to represent both dependency information and its syntactic property. Basically, L is a dependent, and R is the head of the RHS. In addition, a lexical morpheme needs to be given a label while a grammatical morpheme does not. In order for a label C to represent the head of the RHS, the state of the construct (such as NP, VP in PSG), and the role of that construct (such as subject, object, etc.) at the same time, we need to devise a composite label of the form
With the fact that Korean has infix operators for agglutination ('+') and spacing (' '), we can define three rule types:
• Type 2 (intra-WP rule): This type of rules covers all types of intra wordphrases. This type can be divided into three sub-types as follows:
and e is a grammatical morpheme.
• Type 3 (inter-WP rule): 
(etmPaa gwijunghan(valuable)) EtmNbn → etmPaa 0Nbn (0Nbn geos(thing))
Automatic generation of composite labels
In this subsection, we will describe how to generate a composite label for binary rules. To select proper composite labels, we need to observe the following constraints: any component labels should not be null; C L and C R may not take the same information to avoid duplication; and, the combination of component labels to make a composite label C L C R should be in a uniform way. Both C L and C R are notated using morphemes themselves.
We denote L for the left sub-construct and R for the right sub-construct. Subscript State means the state tag of the construct. Subscript Role means that the sub-construct having the role tag is combined to that construct as a dependent, and subscript role stands for the sub-construct with the role tag is agglutinated to the construct as a syntactic head.
First, we define a state and a role of a construct using POS tags. We can explicitly map which morpheme indicates a state and which one indicates a role as in Table 2 . States are the same as lexical morphemes except that Jp is included therein. A state indicator starts with an upper case letter. Roles are in lower case letters. In other words, 'jcs' is a role indicator, but 'Jcs' is not. When representing a composite label of a construct, we will use lower case letters for a role, but use an upper case letter for the first character of a state. For example, when a generated composite label of a construct is 'jcsNcn,' the state of the construct is Ncn, and the role is jcs. However, a label 'EtmNbn' has state Nbn with no role because the word 'Etm' starting with upper case letter 'E' is not a role. Instead, this label means that a bound noun 'nbn' has been modified by an adnominal phrase 'etm*. ' Based on these notations, we can define a method for generating a composite label according to the type of rules as follows:
• Case 0 (Initial case: a sub-construct has only one state.): type 1, type 2a with a derivational prefix, and type 2b with a derivational suffix belong to this case. We use '0' for type 1 rules, and '1' for type 2 rules.
• 
Type 2c
• Case 3 (L has a state and a role, R has only state): Type 3 is in this case. The resultant construct has no role.
• Case 4 (L and R have both states and roles): This is an exception of Type 3.
Case 3 example state role LHS label The explanation of the rule jcsNcn → 0Ncn + jcs in case 1 for the construct "sigan(time)/ncn+i(SUBJ)/jcs" is as follows. First, because "sigan/ncn" is a lexical morpheme, the unary rule 0Ncn → ncn is applied to it. When it is combined to the following 'jcs,' the noun acts as a syntactic dependent. Since 'jcs' takes the role (SUBJ) of a construct, the composite label jcsNcn is formed to represent a subjective noun phrase. The lower case "jcs" in jcsNcn means that the subjective postposition follows the noun in word order. The detailed labeling algorithm for the KAIST POS tag set is given in Appendix A. Figure 3 shows the bracketed representation of sentence (1) using these composite labels. In Figure 3 , the rule JcsJp → jcsNcn NbnJp means that the subjective nominal construct jcsNcn is the dependent of a predicative head NbnJp so that the resultant construct JcsJp is the predicate with a subject.
To summarize, the proposed grammar fulfills the considerations given at the start of this section. In addition, because it does not use any information other than the innate POS tag information of constructs, the grammar description scheme is open to other languages as well. One advantage of using POS tags comes from the fact that POS classification is based not only on syntactic but also on lexical and semantic information.
Experiments
KAIST tree-tagged corpus is made up of 31,080 sentences with 55 POS tags and 8 syntactic tags in RPSG format [3, 8, 9] . Its average number of word phrases and morphemes per sentence are 11.35 and 25.62, respectively. We transform the corpus into that of proposed rule format and divide it into 10 parts for contextfree cross validation (CV). We run the MSLR parser [10] with Hancom Linux 2.2 on PC. The input to the parser is the sequence of POS tags. For evaluation, we adopt EVALB program [11] that applies PARSEVAL measure [12] . Table 3 depicts the test results of grammars on the KAIST corpus.
The results of the first two experiments come from [3] . The third experiment (RPSG-2) is run in the same environment as the second experiment for cross validation. PSG and RPSG use 8 syntactic labels. Their results are around 75% accuracy for Korean, which conform to the presupposition in English such as probabilistic context-free parsing for English yields around 75% accuracy for precision and recall [13] . (For example, the labeled precision (LP) and the labeled recall (LR) for The Wall Street Journal section 23 of the Penn Treebank are 74.3% and 70.1%, respectively [14] . ) The remaining experiments have been done using MSLR parser. MP tagbased DG has 55 labels because each construct is represented by the head's POS tag. Its unlabeled precision and recall are slightly better than 75%.
The last experiment has been run using the proposed rule description scheme. The number of automatically extracted labels of the proposed grammar is 726. (1) Tested with a chart parser on UltraSparc1 and reported in [3] . As we can denote a label by C L C R , and C R always represents a state, there can be 31 candidate tags for C R (symbol, nominal, foreign, interjection, predicate, modifier, and copula of the Table A.1). 68 candidate tags for C L can also be estimated in the same way. Among the possible 2,108 labels, there are morphotactic and syntactic connectivity restrictions in combining morphemes or constructs so that only 726 labels are found in the corpus. For example, jcsPaa is an erroneous label because it means the subjective postposition 'jcs' follows the stem of an adjective 'paa.' But, such erroneous labels are still included in the grammar for the experiments if they were extracted from the corpus. By the way, the estimation of labeled precision and labeled recall depends on the classification of non-terminals. For example, Figure 4 depicts ambiguous parses of the sentence (2) in RPSG and in the proposed rule scheme. [4, 5] , whereas Figure 4 (a2) has NP [2, 5] → NP [2, 3] + jcm NP [4, 5] and NP [0, 5] → ADJP[0,1] + etm NP [2, 5] . If we assume that the parse in Figure 4(a1) is the gold parse and the other in Figure 4 (a2) is the output parse, then both the two rules in the output parse are incorrect rules. However, LP and LR according to [12] say that only NP [2, 5] → NP [2, 3] + jcm NP [4, 5] is an incorrect rule because its span does not match that of the same rule in the gold parse, and that NP [0, 5] → ADJP[0,1] + etm NP [2, 5] is correct because both the label "NP" and the span [4, 5] in the gold parse, even though the two rules are quite different.
In Figure 4 (b1) and 4(b2), we can see that the three rules in the output parse (jcmNcn [2, 4] , JcmNcn [2, 5] , and EtmNcn [0, 5] ) are incorrect because the labels and the spans do not match those in the gold parse. EtmNcn [0, 5] in the output, for example, does not match JcmNcn [0, 5] in the gold parse. It happens because the proposed rule description scheme propagates the sub-construct's information onto the label of the construct so that the error in the lower construct gives an impact to the estimation of LP and LR in the higher construct. Even with this somewhat different basis of estimation, the LP and LR of the proposed scheme get 75.58% accuracy, which is still higher than those of PSG and RPSG.
Since LP and LR are estimated on the grammar's non-terminals and RPSG uses only 8 non-terminals, LP and LR of RPSG are estimated upon the 8 corresponding labels. Based on this idea, we can define clustered LP and clustered LR. In other words, all the composite non-terminals such as EtmNcn in the proposed scheme can be clustered to corresponding non-composite non-terminals such as Ncn. Then, 726 composite non-terminals shrink to 55 non-composite ones. In this clustered method, both EtmNcn [0, 5] in the output parse and JcmNcn [0, 5] in the gold parse shrink to the same Ncn [0, 5] . The clustered accuracy for the 75.58% accuracy in Table 3 is 79.30%. The results can be even higher if we transform those 726 non-terminals into 8 correspondents. Furthermore, because DG only needs to count correct brackets and the proposed scheme can be considered as a kind of DG representation scheme, we can get 79.52% accuracy from that point of view.
Discussion and Future Research
We analyzed Korean syntactic characteristics and existing grammars. The proposed rule format and labeling adopt binary branching rules with composite labels automatically generated from POS tags. The resultant grammar naturally represents both the state and the role of a construct, and both the dependency and the syntactic information of that construct during the parsing. It also meets the PSMC characteristic and avoids a statistical bias.
The scheme uses only the POS information in the input, and shows 75.58% LP and LR, and 79.30% clustered accuracy, which are above 5% higher results than that of RPSG and DG.
The rule description scheme does not use contextual information such as head-to-head collocation, outside context, distance information, or argument structures at all. Those information can readily be melted in the scheme to yield higher results. In addition, because it does not use any information other than the innate POS tag information of constructs, the rule description scheme is open to other languages as well.
By the way, there is still more to do to enhance the parsing results. For the Korean corpus, some words must be given a new tag. Splitting 'pvg' (verb) into transitive and intransitive verbs is one thing, since otherwise the identification of its syntactic usage would be left to the parser's burden. Interim tags will also be useful: NOM for nominalization and CLS for clausification. Sentences (3) and (4) are such examples. (4) (a) (jcsCLS (efPvg (efPvg jug/pvg+neunya/ef) (efPvg sal/pvg+neunya/ef)) +ga/jcs) munje/ncn+i/jp+da/ef (b) die+QUEST 7 live+QUEST+SUBJ problem+be+DECL (c) To be or not to be is the problem.
Our future research areas are two-fold. First, because the proposed rule description scheme uses a generic labeling algorithm and its composite labels use only the POS tags of the target language, it can be applied not only to free word order languages including Japanese but also to configurational languages such as English. We expect that the experiment on the Penn Treebank with the proposed scheme will also get better parsing results.
Morpho-syntactic analysis is another area to tackle. MSLR parser is an integrated morphological and syntactic analysis of Japanese using GLR algorithm.
They use a connectivity matrix between POS tags, which is linguistically prescribed. Our proposed scheme is POS tag-based and binary, and it uses the same tag set for both morphological and syntactic labels. In addition, the training of syntactic rules naturally includes the morphotactic connectivity probability distribution. Besides, binary rules make it possible to integrate n-gram tagger into the process. Therefore, integrating morphological analysis, tagging, and syntactic analysis is not a difficult problem.
Since each non-terminal has a composite label, we can rewrite three types of rules in the main text as follows:
• Type 1 (unary rule): C L C R → f, where C L C R ∈ N, f ∈ T and f is a lexical morpheme. (The sentential rule S → C L C R belongs to this type with S, C L C R ∈ N.)
T and e is a grammatical morpheme.
In Korean, we can always identify the dependency relation automatically between the two sub-trees if their POS's are given [3] . So, we can derive a generic labeling algorithm from the POS tag set.
Let us define some notations first. A function C R = Cat(f) returns an implicit category C R for a tag f. LB (C i 
